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We have enjoyed a short, yet action-packed week and we are certainly looking 

forward to the mid-term break. 

Our 1st XI cricketers are enjoying their tour to Zimbabwe. They were thrilled to see 

the awe-inspiring beauty of the Victoria Falls yesterday and they won their match 

against Victoria Falls Primary. Today the boys will be appreciating a cruise on the 

Zambezi River. Much cricket will follow in the next few days with games against 

CBC Bulawayo, followed by various matches at the Independent Schools Cricket 

Festival at Whitestone Prep School. We wish our travellers a fantastic time. 

It was great fun watching our boys having a pancake race yesterday to mark 

Shrove Tuesday. Our Ash Wednesday Service which marked the first day of Lent 

was held in the Waterkloof House Theatre this morning. Archdeacon Father      

Meshack Mariri, from St Francis of Assisi Anglican Church, and Father Samuel 

Isaacs conducted the service, and it was good to have the Grade 3-7 boys, staff 

and many parents in attendance. We thank Mrs Wiele for organising the service. 

Thank you to the Grade 1 and 2 parents who attended the presentation on    

RAVE-O and Time 2 Read which explained the literacy curriculum whereby the 

boys are encouraged to read text deeply to build knowledge, develop ideas, 

and reach levels of reading achievement. 

 

Next week our swimmers will reap the rewards of their training at the various      

inter-schools’ galas at Hillcrest Swimming Pool. We wish them all the best. 

B Team – Tuesday 3 March at 12:30 

A Team – Wednesday 4 March at 12:30 

C Team – Friday 6 March at 12:30 

 

You will have read the letter on the D6 Communicator informing you of the 

change of date and time for our inter-house gala. Unfortunately, due to             

circumstances beyond our control, we have had to make this change. At the  

beginning of February, NTS, which governs swimming in our province, circulated 

an email changing the C Team Inter-Schools’ Gala date.                         Continues…. 
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Unfortunately, we did not receive this email and were only made aware of this 

change last week. In order to accommodate the new date for the C Team         

Inter-School Gala, our Inter-House Gala will now take place on the Thursday,           

5 March at 14:00. It will be held at the Tiny Barnetson Pool. We look forward to the 

seeing the Grade 3-7 boys in Carter, Lloyd, MacRobert and Ruddell doing their 

best in the water. 

 

I wish our WHPS family a peaceful and relaxing mid-term break. 

 

Mark Whitelaw / Headmaster  

SHROVE TUESDAY PANCAKE RACE 
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GRADE 2 OUTING TO THE SAA MUSEUM 

What great excitement it was as we entered the SAA museum to see so many 

planes of different sizes. We were given a warm welcome and we were invited   

onto the LE bombo, a retired Boeing 747, which was extremely special.  We learnt 

a great deal about the history of this beautiful plane. They loved seeing the    

cockpit and the many buttons! The boys enjoyed going into the hangar to see a 

variety of jets and engines, as well as photographs which was most interesting. 

They shouted with delight each time a light aircraft took off or landed whilst we 

were there.  

Delaille Sass / HOP Junior Prep 

SCHOOL UNIFORM SHOP 

Rugby trials will be starting on 30 

March 2020. All parents are             

encouraged to purchase rugby kit as 

soon as possible where necessary. 

We would like to particularly remind 

the Grade 0 and Grade 3 boys who 

will all need the appropriate kit for 

the rugby season. 
 

Rugby kit is also available online for 

the boys just needing a bigger size.  

Click here to shop online.  
 

 

PLEASE NOTE: The School Shop does not sell white 

takkies, rugby boots (black with black laces), scrum 

caps (grey/black) or gum guards (white/clear/

black). 

Mini Rugby Kit      Rugby Kit             Rugby Kit 

Grade 0 - 2         Grade 3 - 7                Grade 3 - 7 

https://whpsschool.com/shop/
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ITHEMBA LETHU 

On Wednesday 19 February, the WHPS Support Centre hosted the second workshop for the WHPS        

community. We had approximately 25 parents and 7 Staff in attendance, and we enjoyed some fruitful 

discussions.  
 

After Penny Wiele welcomed everyone, Gugu Mhlanga gave feedback to the parents about the Grade 6 

and 7 workshops that were held on 13 February. During these discussions with the boys, two questions were 

asked of them: 

1. Apart from the physical anatomy, what makes you different from a girl? 

2. What are the pressures that boys face today and what would you like to     

      change?  
 

Ms Mhlanga’s summary of the boys’ discussions included the following: 

 Some men need to change their mind set about women – women are actually powerful and 

strong 

 Men do have a physical advantage over woman but they must never take advantage of this 

 In 20 years, many more women could be leaders in their fields and more men could be ‘stay-at-

home’ dads or in less important roles in the workplace.  

 Equality between the sexes is very important. 

 Boys are feeling confused about societies expectation of them. Especially as they move into 

adulthood 

 The boys are offended by the words ‘Men are Trash’. They certainly don’t want to be associated 

with boys and men who treat women disruptively. 
 

In short, the boys of Grade 6 and 7 displayed a very positive and mature approach to this critical topic 

and they were very open to discussion that also included the differing opinions of others. 
 

The community workshop then continued with the theme of Gender Equality, with some very constructive 

debate taking place. The two questions posed to the parents and staff were: 

1. How can we address gender stereotypes at home? 

2. How can we address gender stereotypes at school? 
 

The parents and staff were divided into smaller groups and after a period of fruitful discussion, a        

spokesperson from each group reported back. This section of the evening was facilitated by Ayanda Zaca 

A summary of these discussions included the following points: 

 We need to encourage boys to show emotions and not suppress their feelings. 

 We need to be more intentional about the language we use both at home and at school, in 

promoting equality and mutual respect between men and women. 

 Colours are colours – they are not boys and girls. 

 We need to encourage coaches to highlight female sporting icons. 

 Parents should strive to have equal expectations of both gender children, in terms of chores, 

participation and manners.    
 

Finally, Ayanda Zaca ended the evening with a short summary, which included a reminder to all of us to 

go back to our children, our homes and our communities, and to generate discussion around gender 

equality.              Continues... 
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Ultimately, we are all responsible for ensuring that our sons and daughters grow 

up in a South Africa where mutual respect is prevalent and where we 

acknowledge one another’s differences, while promoting a culture of equality 

and acceptance. 
 

Our next workshop will be taking place on Thursday 19 March at 18:30 in the 

RLLC. Will begin discussing Transformation and Diversity. You will once again   

confirm your attendance for this workshop, via the Google booking form, that will 

be available from Thursday 12 March. We hope to see you there. Thank you to 

everyone who contributed to the success of this workshop. 

 
 

Ryan Sweetlove / Deputy Head Pupil Affairs 

CHESS EVENING 

The importance of chess cannot be 

underestimated. It is a game that     

develops focus, concentration and 

logical thinking. Our WHPS boys enjoy 

chess because “it is one of the 

most interesting sports because it   

never repeats itself, there are never 

two equal matches, and it never bores 

you.” 

 

On Monday, 17 February WHPS         

attended an enjoyable chess evening 

at Tyger Valley College. Our boys 

joined players from Cornwall Hill,       

Pretoria Chinese School, Hatfield   

Christian School and Tyger Valley, 

practising not only our logical thinking 

and developing focus, but also having 

fun with friends from these different 

schools.  

 

We look forward to host ing           

Southdowns College, Copperleaf, 

Cornwall Hill College and St Mary’s 

DSG at our next Cultural evening on 9 

March. 

 

Riette Kleefstra / Chess organizer  
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ECO ED 

WHPS FLIES OUR GREEN FLAG WITH PRIDE 
 

“Great work, the portfolio of evidence showed wonderful work in your healthy 

living theme beyond expectations! You remain an inspiration to many schools in 

South Africa and the other countries! You deserve your Bronze Decade Award!”  
 

This was the report that we received for our 2019 ECO EDUCATION PORTFOLIO. 

The Eco-Schools programme is an integral part of our curriculum at WHPS. The 

programme is aimed at creating awareness and action around environmental 

sustainability in our school and our surrounding communities. 
 

Children who are close to nature relate to it as a source of wonder, joy, and 

awe. (Habit 12) Wonder - rather than books, words, or learning all the facts -    

provides the direction and impetus for environmental education.  
 

Learning among young boys requires active involvement - hands-on                

manipulation, sensory engagement, and self-initiated explorations. 
 

Last year we worked hard at maintaining our International Green Flag with the 

following projects undertaken by the entire school: 

 Outdoor Classroom Day where the entire school used nature to        

enhance their content material. 

 Anti-plastic campaign where the Grade 3 boys made eco-bricks from 

2 litre bottles. An assembly dedicated to the destruction caused by 

plastic was  presented by our Headmaster.  

 Recycling paper remains an ongoing programme. 

 Water wise awareness campaign to encourage the boys to use water         

resources carefully. 

 #HaveAHeartDoYourPart campaign. The Grade 7 boys organised a   

sit-in during school in support of Greta Thurnburg and her Anti-Global 

Warming campaign. 
 

Providing opportunities for such experiences and sharing them with young boys is 

the essence of environmental education. 
 

Brigitte Theunissen / Deputy Head Academics 
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CRICKET 

TENNIS 

The WHPS cricket teams played against several different schools in weekday     

limited overs cricket and Saturday timed cricket, as well as the First and Second XI 

taking part in the St Alban’s Primary Schools T20 festival.  
 

The limited over games were played against Hatfield Christian School, St Paulus 

Primary, Tyger Valley College, Pretoria Chinese School and Waterkloof Primary. 

Well done to the boys that participated in these matches as we won 8 out of the 

11 games played, with a couple of 50’s and a few great bowling spells included. 
 

On Saturday WHPS cricket sides playing in timed games against St Benedict’s. This 

time the weather was in our favour and all teams managed to get a full game in. 

Of the 8 games played, WHPS won six, drew 1 and lost 1. 
 

St Alban’s invited the WHPS First and Second XI to take part in an invitational T20 

festival. It was a day filled with great cricket and opportunities to play against 

teams that we would not normally meet in our regular season. The format of T20 

cricket always brings out the best in the players attacking play, as the pressure to 

score quickly and score big is the order of the day. The boys thoroughly enjoyed 

the games and the Grade 6’s of this year are looking forward to returning as    

senior players at next year’s festival.  
 

Well done to all the boys and congratulations for achieving such excellent results. 

Keegan Holmwood / Assistant Head of Sport 

Our tennis boys played another round of 

league matches on Monday, 24 March. 

This was a challenging day for most of our 

teams. This was due to six of our team play-

ers being away on Cricket Tour to Zimba-

bwe. Moving boys up the ladder to fill up 

the open places, meant that some boys 

were playing in higher teams than usual 

and thus faced stronger opponents. How-

ever, like true Whpsians they did not stand 

back when facing giants; they stood tall 

and strong and played their hearts out.  

 

The double matches proved to be the 

most difficult, as many boys played with a 

team member whom they have never 

played with before this date. In total we 

played eight matches; winning three and 

losing five.  

 

The tennis leagues are strong, however, our 

boys learn more and more with each 

game that they play. We are proud of 

these boys. They show ongoing               

perseverance, self-control and humility.  

 

Our next round of matches will be on       

Monday, 9 March. Keep going boys! We 

can finish strong.  

 
 

Clarenda Visage / Tennis Organiser  
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MINI CRICKET 

After a few frustrating interruptions at the 

start of the season due to some much 

needed rain, the much anticipated mini 

cricket season has finally gotten going.  
 

While the Grade 0 boys worked tirelessly 

on the basics of the game in the nets, 

focusing on their footwork, grip, bowling 

actions and catching techniques, the 

Grade 1 and Grade 2 boys focussed on 

their skills development as well as their 

understanding of the game and match 

situations. The boys have been working 

ext remely  hard  and mus t  be              

commended on their work ethic and   

enthusiasm.  

 

It would be remiss of me not to thank the 

dedicated parents who give of their 

time patiently on a Saturday morning. 

The commitment you have for your son’s    

development and to WHPS is certainly 

appreciated by us. Your support is       

unquestionably felt by your son’s and 

our wonderful school. 
 

The Mini cricket season will begin     

winding down mid-way through March, 

where a switch in code from cricket to 

Tag Rugby will take place. Keep an eye 

on the D6 for further details. 
 

Ross Wolfaardt / Head of Junior Sport  
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LUNCH MENU - WEEK 8 

Monday Mid-Term 

Tuesday Beef cottage pie served with rice. Broccoli and     

cauliflower Au Gratin. Baby marrows grilled with sweet 

chili sauce. Greek salad. 

Dessert: Mini lemon meringue tartlets 

Wednesday Chicken schnitzel with lemon wedges & cheese 

sauce. Roast medley of vegetables. Spicy potato 

wedges. Pasta salad & a de-constructed salad. 

Thursday Chicken Salsa wings. Roasted potato wedges 

Buttered sweetcorn. Carrots and peas. Build your own 

salad. 

Friday Macaroni Cheese. Grilled Brinjals. Pumpkin, butternut, 

baby potatoes, baby marrows and carrots roasted. 

Greek salad. 

If you would like to sign up for the 

super delicious School Cooked 

Lunch then download a lunch form 

from the D6 Communicator 

 

See D6 > Resources > Lunch Forms &    

Menus (Cooked Lunch) to download a  

Grade 0 School Cooked Lunch Form 

OR  a  

Grade 1—7 School Cooked Lunch Form 

HABIT # 12 - RESPOND WITH WONDER AND AWE 

I've seen trees of 

green, red roses too 

I seen 'em bloom for 

me and you 

And I think to myself 

What a wonderful 

world! 

 
- Louis Armstrong 

 

 

The lyrics to the well-known song are particularly relevant this week. ‘The Colour 

Green’ is the theme that we have chosen for our integrated curriculum theme.  

 

We know that contact with nature is a source of wonder and inspiration for          

children, and essential to their healthy development and sense of spirituality. In 

fact, research studies show that nature increases youth creativity and reduces 

stress. 

 
 

The natural world is a giant, open-ended learning laboratory. Children are innate 

scientists and love to experience the sights, scents, sounds and textures of the      

outdoors. Nature provides countless opportunities for discovery, creativity,  problem

-solving and developing the important Habit of Responding with awe and         

wonderment. 

 

Interacting with natural environments allows children to learn by doing and          

experiment with ideas. In nature, children think, question, and make hypotheses - 

thereby developing inquisitive minds. Whether they’re judging the distance          

between two rocks before jumping or considering where insects go in the winter, 

children are constantly thinking when they’re in nature. These experiences offer   

real, authentic learning like nothing else can. As children take risks, try and fail, and 

try again, they gain resilience (Habit#1) and confidence. 
 

Brigitte Theunissen / Deputy Head Academics 


